Supplementary Materials: The Chung Family Tree

Chung Chung
bd. 1878
dd. 1895
& Nam

Chung Chung
bd. 1895
dd. 1898
& Lian

Clare Chung
bd. 1885
dd. 1888
& Xian

1. Baochu Chung
2. Tongchu Chung
3. Yuetchu Chung
4. Chingchu Chung
5. Chui Chung
6. Sha Chung
7. Zhihong Chung
8. Shaung Chung
9. Shaung Chung
10. Shaung Chung
11. Pauk-hung a.k.a. Yutang, Yick Hon, Tsui Shau Chung
bd. 1896
dd. 1952
& Anna

11. Pauk-hung a.k.a. Yutang, Yick Hon, Tsui Shau Chung
bd. 1896
dd. 1952
& Nellie Yee
bd. 1888
dd. 1984

12. Zhihong Chung

Three Daughters of Nancy of Ukhovina Chung

Wenla a.k.a. Su or Siyu Chung
bd. 1886
dd. 27 May 1988
& Zikynnna Chu
bd. 1885
dd. 1984

Four Sons of Tung-tao or Buntan Chung
bd. 1910
dd. 21 Oct 2000
& Xuan Ting

Constance a.k.a. Vutha or Xuxun Chung
bd. 1912
& Patrick Wong

Estelle a.k.a. Yuchu Chung
bd. 1925
& Patrick Wong

Joyce a.k.a. Tien Chung
bd. 1928
& William Ko

Tangyu Chung

Yupau Chung

Yung-chiu Chung

Tsui Chung

Shaung Chung

Shaung Chung

Lilien Chung
bd. 1911
dd. Present

& David Wong

Arthur Chung
bd. 1913
dd. Present

& Sylvia Lui

Arthur Chung
bd. 1913
dd. Present

& Edith Chu

Marvin Chung
bd. 1920
dd. 1999

& Kelvin Yang

Mona Chung
bd. 1927
dd. Present

& James Lo

MSi Chung

Mamdy Chung

Christine Chung

Nancy a.k.a. Wai-sheng Tong

Melvin a.k.a. Jorning Tong & Yut Yen Pong

Jonathan Wong

Jason Wong

James Wong

Jeffrey Wong

Karen Kong

Kerry Ko

Ronald Ko

Selena Ko

Aunna Wong

& Frances Woo

Norman Wong

& Anna

Evlyn a.k.a. Veran Chung

Amarina a.k.a. Aerena Chung

Jennifer Yung

& Owen

Feiho Yung

& Chi

Christine Yang

& Loo